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WHAT’S HAPPENING WITH 

PLAIN OLD 
TELEPHONE 
SERVICE?
(POTS)
In August of 2019, the FCC issued Order 10-72a1 removing the burden of 
complying with two regulations passed in 1996 and permitted telecom 
companies the opportunity to no longer service traditional phone lines. So while 
there was no actual, “you have to stop servicing POTS lines” decree, there is an 
impact to you and your buildings if you have copper lines in place.

How does this affect you?
 New technologies are making landlines obsolete. 

 Large telecom companies are starting to no longer 
support or train on the old technology.

Costs continue to increase to maintain analog lines. 
While it varies by location, our own customer data 
shows an average of $125 per line with phone bills as 
high as $1,200 per line.

Although it’s not a mandate as some would have you believe, the decommission 
of landlines is inevitable. Let’s review options for your emergency elevator phones, 
which must be treated differently than your standard business lines to meet code.

https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/FCC-19-72A1.docx
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You’ll find plenty of options available for simply providing connectivity 
and replacing your existing phone lines. 

What you won’t find is similar expertise in emergency elevator code 
compliance - something we find is too often overlooked with other 
telecom solution providers. 

Leave the everyday phone lines to them, but when it comes to life safety 
devices at your buildings and the associated risk and liability - lean on 
the experts.

WHAT ARE THE OPTIONS

FOR YOUR
ELEVATOR
PHONES?

ITEMS YOU SHOULD CONSIDER WHEN REPLACING  
YOUR ELEVATOR PHONE LINES
All cellular solutions are not created equal. It’s important your communication hardware is 
purpose-built for its use, particularly for life safety devices. There is more to it than simply 
providing dial tone.  

Unfortunately, the lack of elevator code compliance expertise amongst companies 
providing dial tone can result in you purchasing equipment that does not meet code 
standards. Two specific areas where this comes into play are battery backup  and phone 
line verification.

Battery Backup: ASME CODE dictates the elevator phone provide a “means of 
communication for at least four hours”. The confusion comes when that four hours of 
talk time is misunderstood as standby time. The difference could have significant impact 
if you are trapped in an elevator and this is your only means of communication.

Phone Line Verification: When the phone line connected to your elevator is down, 
your phone line verification system (PLV) must send a visual and audible signal to notify 
whoever is onsite so the issue can be resolved. Unfortunately, not all communication 
systems are equipped to do this.
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https://www.kingsiii.com/code-compliance/
https://www.kingsiii.com/pots-emergency-phone-replacement/
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WHAT ABOUT VoIP?
 VoIP is short for Voice Over Internet Protocol, or, in other words, using the Internet as your regular phone 
service. Often the reason for choosing this technology is to get cheaper phone service than your existing 
analog lines.

While potentially ideal for your building’s general telecommunications, there are challenges when trying 
to use VoIP with emergency phone systems (like the ones in your elevators). 

OPTION 1

Unfortunately, VoIP is not a one size fits all solution. While it can meet code, 
it is complex and cumbersome to do so and is still not the most reliable 
solution. 

Elevator phones are often an afterthought when making a telephony change and are 
easily missed even in the most robust phone line replacement project. What do we mean 
by missed? We’ve discovered elevator emergency phones that were left completely 
disconnected. 

Fortunately, there is a way to mitigate risk, reduce liability exposure, increase reliability, and 
manage tenant experience in your elevator while saving money - see Option 2 on the next 
page.

Cost was the initial reason VoIP gained 
popularity. That savings extended not only to 
the line but also the hardware and software. 
Most systems allow you to use your current 
equipment.

Call quality while initially quite poor, has 
improved through the use of high definition 
codes which enables a digital data stream to 
transmit at a higher speed.

Most VoIP systems are easy to set up and 
configure for general telephony, standard 
business use.

Flexibility has certainly been redefined over 
the past two years. Think about those never-
ending Zoom and Teams calls. VoIP allowed 
that to happen.

ADVANTAGES OF VoIP

Inconsistent dual-tone multifrequency 
(DTMF) makes communication difficult, 
especially when trying to retrieve information 
from or calling back into a specific device.

Router configuration is critical for VoIP 
service to be delivered smoothly. This 
sometimes includes a router feature with 
packet prioritization which is used to manage 
network traffic. Voice traffic is typically given 
priority and requires more than average 
bandwidth to operate.  

Power outages can have significant impact 
on VoIP as no power to the router means 
there is no connection to the internet, leaving 
you vulnerable.

DISADVANTAGES OF VoIP

click here
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https://www.kingsiii.com/how-voip-works-or-doesnt-work-with-your-elevator-emergency-communications-system/
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THE SOLUTION?

Industries that are required by code to have 
reliable communication systems can turn to 
cellular-based solutions to to achieve their 
intended POTS replacement goals.

WHY IS THAT?

Cellular solutions deliver the reliability 
required for emergency communications 
while also reducing phone line costs. 

In fact, The Bureau of Labor Statistics shows 
a 27% price increase on POTS lines from 2005 
to 2020 while cellular costs have gone down 
50% over the same time period.

WHY CHOOSE
CELLULAR?

The cost-efficiency of going with VoIP makes 
sense for buildings nationwide but carries 
serious risks for emergency phones. 

OPTION 2:

Known as a convergent technology, cellular 
refers to a network enabled by a complex 
two-way radio system allowing mobile 
devices (phones) to communicate on small 
interconnected transmitters and receivers 
(mobile unit and wireless network). 
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https://www.kingsiii.com/pots-emergency-phone-replacement/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uly2JF9y9kQ


When seeking out POTS replacement, 
you need a solution specifically 
designed for emergency use if you want 
a reliable response. Enter Kings III’s 
Skyline Cellular Solution. 

Skyline completely eliminates 
dependency on POTS lines by 
leveraging the LTE mobile network. 
For elevators, our solution uses a 
traditional ADA-compliant hands-free 
phone in each elevator cab. The cellular 
transceiver is located outside of the 
concrete & steel-lined shaft.

KINGS III
CELLULAR 
SOLUTION

FirstNet and the FirstNet Ready® logo are registered trademarks of the First Responder Network 
Authority. All other marks are the property of their respective owners.

WHAT SETS OUR 
SOLUTION APART?

CODE COMPLIANCE
As POTS replacement increases, there’s 
been a lack of regulation regarding cellular 
communicators that has led to non-code 
compliant devices being sold for use in 
elevators. 

To meet elevator code, devices must:

Have at least 4-hour battery backup of 
continuous talk time.

Trigger phone line verification via an 
alarm system.

Have the ability for operators to identify 
caller location, including address and 
specific elevator cab number, without 
caller assistance.

While other devices on the market often 
fall short of these ASME code standards, 
our solution exceeds elevator code 
requirements. 

UNMATCHED TECHNOLOGY
Kings III’s LTE cellular solution utilizes 
commercial strength equipment, created 
with the sole purpose of meeting the 
unique needs that come with emergency 
communication.

PRIORITY ACCESS
Kings III’s LTE cellular solution, currently 
deployed in nearly 40,000 customer 
emergency phones (and growing), now has 
an optional added benefit. The Kings III 
M90 cellular dialer is the first emergency 
phone that is now FirstNet Ready®.

FirstNet® is the only nationwide 
communications network built with and 
for first responders, enhancing reliability 
and security when disaster strikes. FirstNet 
embedded solutions go through extensive 
review, and approved devices meet the 
highest standards for reliability, security, 
and performance.

•

•

•
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https://www.kingsiii.com/fn-public-safety-network-ready-emergency-phones/
https://www.kingsiii.com/fn-public-safety-network-ready-emergency-phones/
https://www.kingsiii.com/fn-public-safety-network-ready-emergency-phones/
https://www.kingsiii.com/contact/cellular-service/


VALUE 
COMPARISON 

*Asterisked services can typically be found among national elevator companies but are not guaranteed.
**Kings III Works with customer to develop a customized call list used to ensure immediate help is disptached as needed and 
appropriate building personnel are notified.
***Advanced Emergency Medical Dispatch (AEMD) Certified. Red Cross CPR Trained, & HIPAA Compliant.
****FirstNet is the reliable, highly secure, interoperable, and innovative public safety communications platform built with and for 
first responders. allowing access to a prioritized emergency network.

As code requirements tighten, it becomes increasingly important 
to trust an emergency communications expert when choosing 
among the myriad of solutions available for landline replacement. 
Our Value Comparison was created to show how Kings III is 
unparalleled in emergency communications.
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HOW ELSE CAN YOU
SAFEGUARD
YOUR 
PROPERTY? 
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RECOMMENDED MINIMUM 
STANDARDS FOR EMERGENCY 
ELEVATOR PHONE MONITORING

Providing an effective and safe 
emergency response includes but 
is not limited to code compliance. 
We’ve outlined 11 specifications 
we deem to be the minimum 
standards for essential elevator 
phone monitoring as it relates to 
code compliance, performance, 
and safety.

When reviewing what you 
currently have in place or 
evaluating new options, we 
encourage you to use our quick 
and easy checklist to help ensure 
your solution measures up. 
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Seconds count. We know because 
we’ve been making them count when 
it matters most for over 30 years.  

Since inception, our only business has 
been providing emergency response 
with best-in-class dispatchers. All 
full-time operators are Advanced 
Emergency Medical Dispatcher 
(AEMD) certified and all operators 
are Red Cross CPR trained and HIPAA 
compliant to assure you have the 
best-trained response team 24/7/365.

https://www.kingsiii.com/testing-your-elevator-help-phone/


Kings III Emergency Communications has been providing complete, compliant 
and affordable emergency phone solutions for elevators, poolside, stairwells, 
parking areas, and more for over 30 years. As leaders in elevator code compliance 
and on-site life safety, our customers and partners confidently lean on us for our 
emergency communications expertise. 

We help replace costly and poorly serviced landlines with our cellular technology, 
providing cost savings all while helping customers mitigate risk and liability via 
enhanced operator training and digital recording and storing of all calls.

Our all-inclusive solution includes equipment, installation, maintenance, and 24/7 
monitoring at our very own Emergency Dispatch Center for one low price. We are 
designed, assembled and supported in the USA.

WHO WE ARE

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA VISIT OUR WEBSITE

98% CUSTOMER
RETENTION

https://www.kingsiii.com/contact/cellular-service/
https://www.kingsiii.com/contact/cellular-service/
http://www.kingsiii.com
https://www.kingsiii.com/contact/cellular-service/
https://www.kingsiii.com/guides/
https://twitter.com/kingsiii_usa
https://www.facebook.com/KingsIII
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kingsiii
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